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And Vacation Down At the Gulf of Mexico! 

Road Trip Scavenger Hunt/Trivia 

MISSOURI: 

~Job application from the first place you stop for a Pit Stop. 

~Why is there an “e” at the end of “Ste” in Ste. Genevieve?  What is Ste. 
Genevieve known for? 

~What Highway 55 exit number is the one for Sheryl Crow’s hometown?   

~What year/years was/were the Massive Earthquake that made the Mississippi 
River run backward near New Madrid, MO?  (Earthquake created Reelfoot Lake 
just across the MO Border in Tennessee.)  Not sure?  Guess. ____________ 

~Snap a picture of a cotton field.  If possible, stop and pick a piece of cotton.  
Press it in the White Trash Cookbook, on the page where you’ll find the recipe for 
the Russian Communist Tea Cakes.  If you can’t find a cottonfield (or if the cotton 
bolls are rotten, and you can’t pick very much cotton), any other picking from a 
cash crop will do.  Be sure to label envelope. 

~Gasoline price at the last gas station you passed in Missouri.  City:                    
Price: 

ARKANSAS: 

~Name three things more boring than driving through Northeastern Arkansas 

1. 

2. 

3. 

 

TENNESSEE, TENNNESSEE.  AIN’T NO PLACE I’D RATHER BE (WHO SANG THAT 
SONG?____________________________________________): 

~Get a Grocery Bag from the Piggly Wiggly, brown, paper only.  No plastic.   
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~Provide Proof you ate a Fried Pickle (I’m sure they’ll give you ranch dip for it).  
Receipt and digital picture will do. 

~What is the shape of the stadium/attraction on the Mississippi Island, and what 
is the name of the island?   

~What is the name of the “man cave” @ Graceland? 

~Did Elvis make more money dead or alive? 

~Name three songs Elvis sang, and be able to sing a few lines.  Record this on the 
camera and play later for proof. 

~Adroitly pluck three leaves from trees on the grounds of Graceland.  Avoid 
arrest.  Press them in the White Trash Cookbook, between pages 40 and 41. 

 

M-I-SS-I-SS-I-PP-I –  

~What book and movie are set in 1960s Jackson, Mississippi? 

 

~What is the name of the Indian trail between Tupelo and Nashville? 

 

~Find a crepe myrtle, take a picture of yourselves in front of it, and steal a few of 
the blooms.  Press them in the White Trash Cookbook, where you’ll find the 
recipe for “Mrs. Arnold’s Daughter Martha’s Egg; or, “A Martha Egg.”  Page 
#_____ 

~Name the “Five Civilized Tribes” of Indians that inhabited the eastern portion of 
the United States, and were forcibly removed in 1828 via the Trail of Tears.   

 

There is a village near Tupelo named after one of these five tribes.  Which is it? 
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ALABAMB 

~Buy the cheapest souvenir you can find for the Most Featured Alabama College 
Sports Team in the first Walmart you go to.  Under $3.00 if possible. 

 

~Describe the best example of “People of Walmart” that you see on vacation: 

 

~Take picture of everyone in front of historical marker of your choice in Alabamb. 

 
~Do you spot more “The Stars Fell On Alabama” license plates, or “Sweet Home 
Alabama” in the first 10 minutes of being in Gulf Shores? 

 

 

FLORIDA: 

~What is the first song you hear playing on Pensacola Beach? 

 

~Name three of the acts playing at the Florabama Lounge on (date you are there). 

 

~What’s the first thing driver says when getting into car after visiting the beach?  
“____________________________________________________” 

 

 

 

 

 

  


